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Headteacher’s Address
Well done to our nursery!
Unlike primary and secondary inspections where notice is given, nursery
inspections are unannounced. Getting the call from the school office to say that
the Care Inspectorate have turned up is therefore likely to set staff pulses
racing!
This term we did receive such a visit, but I am pleased to say that any anxieties at the start of the day
were dispelled by a very positive feedback session at the end. Our nursery received 2 ‘very good’
ratings and two ratings at ‘good’. This was the best inspection our nursery had had in a number of years
and I am delighted for Mrs Marshall, Mrs Jenkins and the nursery team whose hard work was recognised
by the inspectors.
I was particularly pleased that the inspectors commended the nursery’s approach towards
communication with parents - which parents had spoken about very positively to them - as this has been
an area that we have had a particular focus on at a whole school level. I would take this opportunity also
to thank nursery parents for their positive comments about the nursery and for their general willingness
to engage with our work.
As with every aspect of our work, however, we are aiming for excellence so the work goes on to improve
yet further.
John Devine, Headteacher
Parking Reminder – We would ask parents not to park across the parking bays or in the school
bus spaces at the end of the school day. This is causing difficulty for the school in ensuring the
safety of pupils.
We have launched an online version of our newsletter with more pictures, tweets and video clips!
Visit it at https://sway.com/BMqRQ1KvI9al7Vgy
John Devine
Karen Gatehouse
Timothy Woodcock
Vicky Marshall
Jenda Westwood
e-mail us:
Phone / Absence line:

Headteacher
Depute Headteacher Pupils & Staff Support (Mhor / Schiehallion House)
Depute Headteacher School Improvement – Secondary (Farragon / Lawers House) (from April)
Depute Headteacher – Nursery & Primary
Business Manager
Breadalbane@pkc.gov.uk
01887 822300

online at:

http://www.breadalbane.pkc.sch.uk/BA/
@BreadalbaneAcad
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School Meal Prices
At a recent Special Council meeting a planned school meal price increase of 10p was approved.
Accordingly, from 19th April 2017, primary meal charges will be £2.10 daily (unless free meal school
entitlement) and the secondary 2-course meal equivalent will increase to £2.25. All new menus and
price lists will be available on www.pkc.gov.uk/schoolmeals.
All pupils in P1-3 are automatically receive free school meals. For pupils in P4 or above you can
claim free school meals for your child(ren) if you are receiving:









Income Support (IS)
Income based Job Seeker's Allowance (IBJSA)
Any income related element of Employment and Support
Allowance
Pink Day
Child Tax Credit (CTC), but not Working Tax Credit, and your income is less than £16,105.
Child Tax Credit (CTC) and Working Tax Credit (WTC) and your income is less than £6,420
If you are between 16 and 18 years old and receive any of these benefits in your own right,
you can claim free school meals for yourself.
You may also be eligible if you are an asylum seeker receiving support under Part VI of the
Immigration and Asylum Act 1999
Universal Credit

For more information or to apply for free school meals please look on the council website
http://www.pkc.gov.uk/freeschoolmeals or ask at the school office.

Bounce Back
Throughout the primary a programme called Bounce Back is used to teach pupils wellbeing and
resilience. The Australian programme was developed to promote positive mental health and wellbeing
in classrooms and to help pupils act resiliently when faced with challenges and adversity. The
programme teaches the importance of eight core values: honesty, fairness, responsibility, support,
cooperation, acceptance of differences, respect and friendliness and inclusion. The following Bounce
Back acronym helps support pupils in developing resilience:
Bad times don’t last. Things get better. Stay optimistic.
Other people can help if you talk to them. Get a reality check.
Unhelpful thinking makes you feel more upset. Think again.
Nobody is perfect – not you and not others.
Concentrate on the positive (no matter how small) and use laughter.
Everybody experiences sadness, hurt, failure, rejection and setbacks sometimes, not just you. They
are a normal part of life. Try not to personalise them.
Blame fairly. How much of what happened was due to you, to others and to bad luck or
circumstances?
Accept what can’t be changes (but try to change what you can change first).
Catastrophising exaggerates your worries. Don’t believe the worst possible picture.
Keep things in perspective. It’s only part of your life.
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Farm Visit
Mr Liney’s class were
invited by the Thomson
Family at West Park Farm
to see what happens at
lambing time.

P7 News
P7 have had an interesting term. Science week was a huge hit. From the planetarium to examining
rocks, the P7s experienced a whole range of STEM subjects and wrote up science diaries to keep track
of the wide selection of activities. The “Making IT Happen” session dovetailed with their “Technologies”
topic, where they were able to programme a computer game. Since then they were amazed by Dr
Armstrong from the Fish Laboratory at Faskally, who showed them how his team merged science with
technology and spoke to them about his own career linked the ‘World at Work’ programme. Finally, they
have rounded off the term by creating their own web pages using html and CSS coding based on their
“Personal Project” homework. Keep your eyes peeled, we are hoping to have them available on the
school website for you all to see!

Dinosaurs in P1!
This term Primary 1 have been learning
about dinosaurs. We learned about the
work of palaeontologists and made our own
fossils. One morning we found a strange
egg had apparently hatched in our
classroom and although we followed the
footprints on the carpet we couldn’t find the
baby dinosaur anywhere. This inspired us
to write our own stories about what we think
had happened.
We worked in groups to learn more about
different dinosaurs. We have been sharing
our learning with each other by presenting
short talks and some of us have produced
excellent visual aids to help with this.
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Welcome Aboard the Titanic!
P4-5 have greatly enjoyed learning about the unsinkable queen of the sea this term. They have had
tremendous opportunities to learn about life on board and the causes of the disaster. They have seen
how film-makers affect our emotions with clever cinematography and how newspapers don’t always
get all the facts right! The opportunities for writing in different genres have been extensive and the
children took their learning home with a brief to be as creative, as organised, as independent and as
historically accurate as possible. We thought you might enjoy seeing some of the results.

Findlay Newman’s
Polystyrene Ship

Darach Blair’s
Minecraft Model

Jade Campbell’s
Massive Model

World of Work
Following on from the success of the World of Work Week last session, this year it was decided to
extend it to have pupils engage with the world of work throughout this term, therefore allowing the links
to be more relevant to class work. Thanks to the support of many local places of work our pupils have
had a range of opportunities this term including:
 A reporter from the Perthshire Advertiser speaking to P2/3 about what it is like to work for a
newspaper. The children had the opportunity to showcase their own news reports and ask
questions.
 A member of staff from Tayside Contracts spent time talking to P7a about her work in the
kitchen and how it related to their health and wellbeing healthy food outcomes for this term.
Generally the class decided her job was too stressful and no-one wanted to be a canteen
manager.
 P1 have been learning about the work of palaeontologists as part of their dinosaurs topic.
 Dr Armstrong from the Fish Lab in Pitlochry spoke to Primary 7 pupils about his work and how
his team used technologies to monitor fish stacks.
 While learning about the power of advertising P3/4 had a visit from Alistair Barr, the publisher of
The Quair magazine. He told the children about his work and set them a task, to create an
advertisement for him to use in The Quair – you can see an example of this work on Page 6.
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Changes to Primary Playground
Parents will have noticed that the fence in the
P4-7 playground has now been extended so
as to enclose the playground when the gate is
shut. This change was made in consultation
with the Parent Council with a view to making
this a safer environment for our young people.
The gate is opened at the beginning and end
of the school day, but will remain closed
during the day. Parents are welcome to
accompany their children into the playground
as usual in the morning, but may also prefer to
stand beyond the gate.
We are also currently working closely with
parents to bring about some imaginative
changes to both our playgrounds in the near
future, and will keep parents posted about
these developments.

Basil Death Trust Award
We are extremely grateful to the Trustees of the
Basil Death Trust who have been most generous
in awarding the Primary Department £500 to
support the teaching of coding.
We have used the money to buy a class set of
thirty Codebugs and accessories to complement
the two we previously received from the Scottish
Council for Development and Industry as part of a
valuable package to promote Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths in the Primary
School.
Mr Liney will be trialling their use with P4-5 in the
Summer Term before rolling them out across the
Primary Department next year.

March 2017

Positive Nursery Inspection Report
Our nursery had an unannounced inspection on
8th February. We were very pleased with the
subsequent report which can be found at this
address:
http://www.breadalbane.pkc.sch.uk/BA/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/Nursery-InspectionReport-16_17.pdf
The following are some quotations from the report:
All those [parents] who completed our
questionnaires ‘agreed’ or ‘agreed strongly’ that
they were happy with the quality of care and
support their child received.
We saw that children were busy and purposeful.
They interacted well together and made full use of
the space and resources available to them.
We saw evidence of how working with parents
was having a positive impact on children’s
learning and development.
Whiteboards and displays shared information with
parents who were also encouraged to come into
the nursery to join in with activities.
We found staff to be trained and motivated. Staff
presented as respectful of each other creating a
nurturing environment and positive ethos, which
was reflected in the children’s attitude towards
each other.
The service was supported by a very strong, well
organised management team, who worked well
together... They had a clear vision for the nursery
and the improvement agenda to support this.
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Sporting Success in the Primary!
SSFA Tournaments – North Inch Campus, 2nd
February and 1st March
Our primary footballers performed very well at
the Scottish Schools Football Association
tournaments held in February and March. Our
P6 team finished second to Oakbank, winning 5
of their 7 games and scoring 20 goals. The P7s
played 3 games, winning 2 and scoring 9 goals.
The P7s finished second to Methven. The
teams thoroughly enjoyed the tournaments and
their talent, enthusiasm and behaviour was
commendable.
Perth and Kinross Cross Country – 14th February

Breadalbane P7s took part in the Badminton
Perthshire Schools Championship recently.
They did really well with the Girls Doubles
team coming runners up – they have now
qualified for the Scottish Schools
Competition.

Breadalbane’s fittest and fastest P6s and P7s took
part in the Cross Country Championships at Scone
Racecourse in February. Against tough
competition from across Perthshire, Scott Logan
won the P7 Boys event and Rosie Anderson was
placed 6th in the P6 Girls event. Amazing
achievements! The children showed great fitness
and determination to complete the gruelling
course. They were all well prepared for the event
by class teachers who led cross country sessions
throughout January and February. Well done to all!

P3/4 Media Magic
P3/4 have been learning about Media Magic this term.
We had a visit from Alistair Barr from The Quair to learn
about his work as a publisher. Mr Barr set us a
challenge: to create an advertisement to encourage
advertisers to advertise in The Breadalbane Quair
magazine. The best few designs will be published in the
The Breadalbane Quair over the next few issues, so look
out for our adverts when you read the magazine. Thank
you to Mr Barr for answering our many questions and for
making our learning more real.

Advert by Anna Smith and Carys Schamrel
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Strathearn Science Festival
From 20th to 26th February, pupils from nursery, primary and secondary experienced a week of science
fun, excitement and entertainment. Activities included wild planet explorers; video game design; UV
drawing; science of colour; get active shows and space probes design. The pupils said it was one of the
best science events they had experienced in school. We would like to thank the organisers of the
Strathearn Science Festival and the many providers who visited our school during the week. Below are
some photos taken throughout the week.

Meet the Researcher
On 28th February pupils in S5 and S6
visited Dundee Science Centre to meet
scientists at the cutting edge of medical
research. The event was hosted by
Medical Research Scotland and the pupils
gained an insight into vast array of science
and technology research opportunities.
We even got a mention in The Courier!

S1 Engineering Challenge

On 1st February, all pupils in S1
experienced a day of engineering;
using their problem-solving abilities
to design and carry out a test using
an electric vehicle. Pupils worked
together, developing communication
and teamwork skills. The visiting
engineer, Tom Adams, was very
impressed with the ability and
enthusiasm displayed by the group.
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Best Battlefields Fieldwork Books
Winners
Congratulations to Emma Allardyce and Scott
Sullivan - these two pupils faced stiff competition
to produce the best fieldwork books to win a
genuine artefact from the First World War. Emma
chose the 1914 Princess Mary’s Box – a gift to
British soldiers at Christmas, 1914 and Scott
chose a brass German Army Belt Buckle with the
Prussian crown – again from early in the First
World War.

Developing the Young Workforce
On Monday 6th March, around 30 of our employer partners joined us for an excellent tapas lunch, to
hear about our DYW developments this year. Our S3 Hospitality pupils created a fantastic spread with
the support of Mrs Butter and Mrs Neilson, which was hugely appreciated by all who attended. Two of
our S6 pupils described their experiences from very successful work experience placements, and Mrs
Coutts outlined some of the partnerships that have developed between secondary departments and
employer partners, as well as the visits, talks and workshops that have taken place in the
primary. There was time for catching up and networking amongst the staff and guests, and we also
recognised the valuable, long term partnership between Rural Skills and Mr Sandy Thompson. Mr
Butter thanked him for his hard work and commitment over the years, and he was presented with a
certificate as a token of the school’s appreciation.
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School Wins National Award
These awards recognise and celebrate the achievements of young
people and new entrants embarking on careers in the land-based,
environmental and aquaculture sectors and are open to all
vocational learners in Schools across Scotland.
The awards also celebrate the achievements of secondary schools
and their pupils. Five years ago Lantra introduced the Rural and
Urban Secondary Schools Award, the Land-based Curriculum for
Schools Learner of the Year and the Higher Education Award.
Breadalbane Academy are pleased to announce that they have
won this Award for the third time.

Clava Cairns Visit
The Clava Cairns are a group of high status late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age burial cairns at Balnurin of
Clava, near Inverness. Pupils from S5/6 used a Level to take measurements in order to draw a profile
of the Central Ring Cairn. Pupils from S3 had to do a Tape and Offset Survey of the NE Passage
Grave in order to produce a scaled plan back in school. Pupils have been learning some surveying
skills in their Archaeology lessons.

Burns Supper
This year the Burns Supper was well supported
by senior students and staff alike – a great time
was had by all! Sadly no photos - however a
fantastic £1000 was raised for Papyrus by the
Charities Committee!
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Living Communities Project
In December 2016 The Art Department at Breadalbane Academy secured funding to explore a
community Project with our Feeder Primary Pupils as well as our Secondary pupils on the campus.
We were charged with the task of exploring pupils’ sense of identity and heritage and we realised that
this was heavily informed by the wonderful landscape from which they come. Over several months the
Art Department staff travelled from Kinloch Rannoch to Grandtully, from Dunkeld to Kenmore and
beyond.
In each school we visited pupils were asked to explore their sense of heritage and what makes their
area so special to them. In both Primary and Secondary, pupils constructed paper structures that were
personal to them and their experiences in the community. They created these structures from
photographs, drawings and pieces of writing expressing their personal memories of the area and their
experiences of the local heritage. These paper structures were then placed together to mimic the
aerial street views and townscapes of the area. The paper strips were turned inwards to represent the
individual’s experiences, but placed together within the context of the experiences of their peers, these
structures were then used to physically build the aerial footprint of the community they came from.
Within the completed Artworks, each community is linked by the common experience of the waterways
meeting at the River Tay. We explored this with Secondary pupils through glass fusing workshops
using recycled glass from the local distilleries and experimenting with the different characteristics of
the waterways in different locations. Whether loud and prominent or more as a background note, these
waterways underpin all our communities in Highland Perthshire. The pupils reflected this in the glass
they chose to represent the waterways in different locations.
This project has been a huge success and has been exhibited within the Community Campus for all to
see. The Secondary pupils and Art Department have also had the opportunity to share the good
practice and the work that has been completed via a live online video stream to promote the living
communities projects and support Perth’s Bid for City of Culture 2021.
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Royal Scottish Academy - Schools Art Award Competition
S2 pupils this session have had the opportunity to
create a piece of artwork for the RSA Schools
Competition. This was an exciting opportunity that
allowed the pupils to explore a theme of their own
choice and they were able to consider using a
variety of media and techniques that appealed to
the individual. The pupils made a really excellent
effort at creating work that was both unique and
vibrant. Well done S2!

S2 History Model Making
Members of 2.1 and 2.2 made models of 1915 style British hood t ype gas masks, trench periscopes
and model tanks as part of their course on the First World War.

Perform in Perth Success!
S6 Tom Gray won
the Largs Trophy
during the recent
“Perform in Perth”
festival. He was
the overall winner
of all of the
advanced
instrumental solo
classes at the
festival. Well done
Tom!

Remember to follow us online for up-to-date
news and information items about what’s
happening in our school!
Find us at
http://www.breadalbane.pkc.sch.uk/BA/
Follow us on twitter –
@BreadalbaneAcad
@BreadalbaneEng
@BreadalbaneCC
@BreadAc_PE
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Senior Boys Football
The senior boys have finished their season with a difficult game against Crieff losing 7 – 2.
Breadalbane started brightly and scored through Callum Cocker-Tough within 30 seconds of the game
kicking off. The team took the foot off the gas and conceded almost immediately after. Crieff scored
another 3 in the first half to take a 4-1 lead in at half time. Breadalbane upped their game for the first
25 minutes of the second half and created a number of chances and a goal was also scored by
Ranulph Finch from close range after an excellent free kick from Callum Cocker-Tough. Breadalbane
kept pressing until Crieff broke and scored their 5th and then another 2 in the final minutes of the game.
This has left the boys sitting 3rd in their group overall this season.

Breadalbane Academy PE Kits
As part of promoting a positive ethos within the school and PE department, we are introducing a standard
PE kit. Whilst we are not currently suggesting that this kit is compulsory, we would very much encourage
parents to support us with this initiative. By buying in bulk, we have been able to negotiate prices which
we feel are very competitive for what is high quality sportswear. Rather than creating an additional cost
for parents, we would hope that this kit may represent a saving in comparison to equivalent kit purchased
from ‘High Street’ retailers. This kit has been agreed in consultation with pupils themselves, so we are
hopeful that they too will be happy to support this initiative.
Kukri is a well-known sports brand and we have used this company to design kits for the school and
create a facility whereby parents can purchase the kit directly from the company’s website. There is a
range of items available to purchase via this link:
https://www.kukrisports.co.uk/teamshop/breadalbaneacademy-physicaleducation/productNavList.action
Or via Google:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Type in Kukri and click on the first link (Kukri Sports)
Go to the Shop tab (top right) and under team shop select search for team shop
In search bar start typing Breadalbane Academy
A number of options will appear however please select Breadalbane Academy – Physical Education
Select item(s) you wish to purchase and buy online as normal.
All items will be sent directly to your home; there will be no need to send money to school.

The link will above also be available from the School Website and our Twitter feed @BreadAc_PE
On the website you have the additional option to add your child’s name to the back of the tops. This is at
extra cost (£3.50 +vat). You are welcome to add names to the tops which will help pupils not lose them.
See our twitter feed @BreadAc_PE or the online version of the newsletter for pictures
and news about our Girls Football Team!

